
 
Dr Pete Reagan, former Medical Director of “Compassion and Choices” 
in Oregon, has given brief and rapid comments on the Clapham 
Institute’s report “Hotet mot värdigheten - en genomgång av 
konsekvenserna av läkarassisterat självmord, med särskilt fokus på 
Oregonmodellen” . 

 

Below are some selected comments on the Clapham report 

Comments on 2.3 Conclusion 
 
Clapham states with no reference to any facts that the doctors involved in aid 
in dying lack training or experience in palliative care and depression. This is 
a groundless and untrue assertion, as most primary care physicians, myself 
included, were both specifically trained in psychiatry and palliative care and 
a significant  portion of or practices have been devoted to it. Many of us 
have served as hospice directors, and all of us have supervised hospice care 
for our own patients. It is simply not true that we are lacking in this respect.  
 
The report asserts that it is “scary” that life or death decisions can be made 
on the basis of a physician patient encounter. However, this is what happens 
in almost every physician patient encounter. We accept very significant 
responsibility for making potentially lethal decisions to the best of our 
ability, training and compassion.  
        
Comments on 3.2 regarding security for patients.    
 
Hendin and Foley assume that it is the duty of the public media to adjudicate 
whether the law is being followed, when in reality it is the duty of the 
Oregon Medical Board. They find it irritating that they themselves are not 
included in evaluating individual acts of aid in dying. I do not see them 
complaining that they do not get to review ICU decisions to withdraw 
ventilatory support, or to argue in the media the merits of a particular 
person’s cancer treatment. The evaluation and discipline for physicians is 
very important and it can only happen if the individual cases are allowed the 
privacy usually attached to medical treatment. The medical board has access 
to all of the information that Foley and Hendin claim to need in the public 
domain. Theirs is a ridiculous assertion but also somehwat seductive. 



    
The claim of secrecy is entirely without grounds. Aid in dying episodes are 
the opposite of secret. Its like claiming that cancer treatment occurs in 
secret. It is not clandestine, it is just confidential. 
 
Comments on 4.1.2 ”Doctor-shopping”  

The “doctor shopping” claim is equally bogus. Doctors would be crazy to 
prescribe aid in dying to a patient who someone else feels is unqualified, and 
doctors exchange information so that - in each individual case - the facts are 
known by all participants. It is true that patients sometimes seek doctors who 
will help them die but that is not because of disagreement about 
qualification, it is because their own doctors will not treat them the way they 
want or because their doctors employers forbid them to. If a primary doctor 
has a patient who gets an aid in dying prescription from someone else feels 
the patient is unqualified they can both warn the doctor involved and report 
him afterward, just as if the care were in some other area of medicine. Note 
that there is a steady stream of concerns brought to the medical board about 
doctors who need discipline, but in the realm of aid in dying there are no 
substantive problems so far.  This is strong evidence that the thousands of 
individual cases, which have all been reviewed by their own family 
members, and health care team, at least qualify under the law. 
 
Comments on 4.2.2 “The economic incitament” 
 
The assertion that doctors actually save themselves money, or somehow get 
paid extra to prescribe aid in dying is utterly bogus. I wrote 25 prescriptions 
in my career. Each one required much more time, evaluation, and soul 
searching than I was able to bill for.  
 
I suppose one could imagine a system under which doctors would be 
incentivized to prescribe aid in dying. This system does not exist in Oregon, 
however.  
 
(See also the article in Svenska Dagbladet Tuesday March 21 on the Oregon 
model). 
 
 
 
 



 


